Is Your Port Ready for the IMO Requirements?
Since April 2019, the IMO has made it a mandatory requirement for ports to implement systems for electronic data exchange of pre-arrival maritime information.
The COVID-19 pandemic has further emphasized the need for ports to implement
such systems in order to protect the health of personnel.

How does the SRS eFAL Support the IMO Mandatory Requirement?
SRS eFAL® provides a secure, one-stop solution, for digital collection and exchange
of the full maritime pre-arrival, and departure information.
SRS eFAL® enables ports to meet the mandatory IMO requirement, as well as
providing the data inputs required for a digital port solution.
The SRS eFAL® incorporates the data sets for IMO FAL Forms for:
General Declaration, Cargo Declaration (including data on individual Bills of Lading), Ship Store’s Declaration, Crew’s Effect Declaration, Crew List, Passenger List,
Dangerous Goods Manifest, as well as the Maritime Declaration of Health, Waste
(MARPOL) and SOLAS Declarations.

Maritime Data Transmissions
The SRS eFAL® offers multiple data submission (data in-take) and export (data output) options:
1. Data in-take options: Data API, File Upload, and Intelligent User Interface (UI).
The UI is incorporated with prompts, auto-population of captured fields, and inbuilt data bases such as UN Port Codes and names, IMDG Codes, HS Codes and
packaging types.
The data in-put formats include CSV, XML or JSON.
2. Data Out-put options: The data out-put options include CSV, XML, JSON, PDF,
Data API.
3. Customizations - The SRS eFAL® is customizable, we can customise the SRS
eFAL® to your specific requirement.

Deployment
The SRS eFAL® is offered as a cloud-based solution, which is ready for immediate
deployment. It can also be provided as an on-premise solution.

Language
SRS eFAL® is available in English, French and Portuguese

For more information visit us at www.srsetrade.com

Sign up for a free
demo of the SRS eFAL®
and experience the
digital way.

